Profanity &
Microwaving

Q: Why do I use profanity?
Typist: I did not use profanity as a child. I did not use profanity in my life in the
church either. This began about 2012.

I was through a trick
introduced into heaven and what was
assigned to me as “sponsors” were
fallen angels and false hierarchs. I
was shaking like a leaf. Mother Mary
gave me some homeopathic medicine
Aconite for great fear to take.
In heaven, they play harps.
And the only way you can tell one
person from another is if you use
profanity. For example, someone
such as Satan is seen in white wings,
beautiful angel wings as in this
Gustave Doré painting.

When you are asked a question,
“Are you hungry?” And of course, we
get hungry. The fallen angels and
fallen ascended ones claim you as their
disciple and servant if you speak in
tacit agreement. You say, “Yes, I am
hungry,” and that is enough for you to
be counted as their servant slave.
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Did it take me long to figure this out?
Actually, yes.
I was so very discouraged, that I
said at one point saying to myself in
my beautiful apartment, “It has turned
into a whore house.” There were even
demons loitering and living there
permanently.
Once you affirm allegiance by
tacit agreement to the false hierarchy,
they come to rape you at night,
normally how you think of
masturbation at night, only there is no
masturbation, it is a microwaving that
they do to steal your Light.

It took over a year to finally realize what was happening. And then I had
no other choice but to speak out loud, for if you do not speak out loud, they have
a way to keep you to themselves that no one hears you as their servant slave.
STEVEN ECKL: You are heard if you have your words spoken aloud, there is an
intonation of the voice, and that is why you are asked to do your liturgy and do
the chanting and decrees.
Typist: At first, it was a way to get them out of my house! And it worked. And
furthermore, I never got reprimanded for it. As a matter of fact, I was supported
in this, as Father Malachi could see the demons and they were kept out of my
house I suppose.
FATHER MALACHI: The humans can speak in this manner. In heaven, you are
not allowed to speak in this manner.
FATHER STRONG: And often we might even go and speak to the humans who
spoke a different language who could say words we were not allowed to, and in
that conversation, that we might have a better understanding of our own
condition.
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FATHER MALACHI: She might even say the swear words for us and saying this
that only a human can do, and saying she is doing this for her friend.
FATHER STRONG: The stealing of Light is an ongoing endeavor of the false
hierarchies. When you hear of one such as a darthvator die, well, he is over here
now making trouble.

Typist: The ability to tell people what side you are on, is not the same as
profanity however. When you see people loosely say profanity for having lost
their hat, it is profanity without regard for those around them.
In this situation, it is deliberately used to be as a scaring device and tell
people that you mean business. And I do call for their judgment when they are
there to steal Light or to trick me into being their slave servant.
You may think that saying “asshole” is enough and sometimes it is
actually not strong enough. Why? Because it is true that they are homosexual
rapists, so to them, what is the big deal is how they are in their thinking, saying,
“So what, we will come and rape you.” Microwave you.
This discovery did not end there however. I learned that you speak the
truth. So I advise you to learn the word “shithead”. Because truthfully, a
shithead can be banter until the person leaves you alone.
You can say, “You’re not going to shit on me!”
“You can’t leave your shit here!”
“Take your shit with you!” On and on, you have truth to stand on.
You learn to say, “Go to hell!” which is the judgment call.
JESUS CHRIST: These are Satanic ones she must deal with. And you have
Satanic ones on earth that you need to deal with. If you understand the word
and what is the word you are using, it helps you to be able to not be
necromanced, to be lied to as some of these homosexual priests continue to think,
the killer priests from Mexico continue to think, that they are free to take the
liberties to rape children or to “kill as many Americans as I can.”
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Mandarin: This is important that you learn to use words as your defense.
ANDREA SELESTOW for MOTHER MARY: When it is truthful, it is not profanity,
of which you do make backdirect of karma.
NOSTREDAME: Tacit agreement is how the underworld, the Cabal, and the
underground mafia works. Thus you would on the instant, command with
words where it is that you do not desire to go to do their evil through a control of
your words.
You can say, “I’m an idiot, I cannot help you.”
However you see with your assent, with your inability to diametrically
show what the tacit agreement they placed upon you is not your reality, that you
do not readily agree, that you truly do not believe in it to do, you continue to
work for evil people and take their orders.
Mandarin: Their salaries.
HOLY AIMEE: We the preachers might denounce the
demons saying loudly and with unequivocal firmness
that

“You Satan!
Get out of here!”
HOLY AIMEE: It is also with this loud voice and affirming
you are not a part of their bands as servant slave. You
pass your initiations of Christ life.
FATHER MALACHI: You pass your initiations of Christ
discernment.
FATHER STRONG: You learn the liturgy as words. You
understand the power of the spoken word and the
affirmation.
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